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Philippines: Double dose of stimulus to
boost growth above 6%
The Philippine economy hit a speed bump in 1H as revamped
consumption failed to offset downbeat capital formation and
government spending, with GDP slowing to the worst print since 2015.
Within-target inflation and stimulus efforts from the government will
push growth back to the 6% handle over the next six quarters as
economic growth returns to form 

Source: Shutterstock

Growth to accelerate in 2020
The Philippines posted a disappointing 1H GDP print of 5.5% as government outlays slipped on the
budget delay while capital formation lost its lustre after the central bank hiked aggressively in
2018. Going forward, we expect growth to return to the 6% handle on the back of aggressive
stimulus from both the fiscal and monetary side, while household consumption is seen to recover
as inflation remains well within the central bank’s 2-4% target.      

After the delayed passage of the 2019 spending bill, government spending bounced back with the
latest expenditure reports showing a decent 8.78% expansion last August. Meanwhile, monetary
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authorities injected stimulus with several policy rate cuts in tandem with successive infusions of
liquidity via reductions in reserve requirements. These actions will help revive lost momentum in
capital formation, which contracted by 8.5% in 2Q19. Lastly, household consumption will continue
to rebound sharply as inflation has fallen to less than 1% (latest print at 0.9%). 

With growth emanating from three major sectors of the economy, ING forecasts economic growth
to return to form with stimulus driving growth momentum back above the 6% level over the next
six quarters.   

Philippine GDP growth

Source: Bloomberg and ING estimates
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Inflation outlook: Forecast to remain stable into 2020
Inflation in the Philippines is largely driven by the food and beverage subcomponent as it accounts
for roughly 38% of the entire CPI basket. In the past, episodes of above-target inflation were traced
to surging food prices and to a lesser extent transport prices. 

Inflation decelerated sharply in 2019 and ING forecasts inflation to remain within the central
bank's 2-4% target throughout 2020 on improved supply conditions and given new legislation
which removed quotas on rice imports.  Although the Philippine agriculture sector remains
susceptible to storms (average of 19 typhoons annually), the government has recently become
more open to importing basic foodstuffs to ensure ample supply.  Meanwhile, the El Niño climate
disturbance ended last August 2019 and neutral weather conditions are predicted until mid-2020. 

On the commodity side, forecasts for weaker global growth will limit the rise in crude oil and in
turn lead to only benign price pressures on Philippine transport costs over the next six quarters and
there are no pending tariff fare adjustments for local jeepneys or buses. 

Thus, we expect inflation to remain within the 2-4% inflation target for the rest of 2019 and into
2020 (ING forecast of 2.7% and 3.1% for 2019 and 2020), given expectations for ample supply of
food stuffs to counter potential occasional spikes in food inflation due to probable inclement
weather conditions.      
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Philippine inflation and forecast

Source: Bloomberg and ING estimates
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Country specific highlight: government underspending
The Philippine legislative body failed to pass the national government budget in January 2019,
triggering an automatic shift to the 2018 spending plan until congress could pass the 2019 version.
The legislative body finally passed the 2019 budget bill in May but ambitious plans to accelerate
state spending have been derailed with the year-to-date budget deficit a mere PHP120 bn
compared to the PHP282 bn deficit posted in the same period of 2018.

The government pledged “catch up” spending in the second half of the year, with state spending
up 8.78% and disbursements hitting 92% of budget as of August (versus 86% in 2018), showing
early signs of a turnaround. 

Meanwhile, Congress passed the 2020 spending bill in record time, handing the bill to the Senate
for approval last September in an attempt to ensure that the country avoids another budget
delay.  Given the administration’s resolve to ensure timely passage of the spending bill, ING
expects government spending to come back online in 2H19 and bounce back sharply next year
with congress looking to extend the validity of the 2019 budget for an additional 12 months.    

Philippine national government spending

Source: Bloomberg
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Monetary policy and interest rates: BSP cut 75 bp in 2019, more
possible in 2020
With inflation sliding quickly back within the 2-4% target, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
opted to gradually unwind the previous year’s 175 basis point rate hike in a bid to provide a boost
to the ailing economy. The BSP cut policy rates by a total of 75 bp while also reducing reserve
requirement ratios (RRR) by 300 bp in a phased manner, starting in May and ending in November. 

Given ING’s inflation forecast for next year (average inflation at 3.1%) and a dovish outlook for the
Fed, we expect BSP Governor Diokno to remain open to further rate reductions in the near term as
he pledged to implement more “pro-growth policies”. ING forecasts BSP to cut policy rates further
by 50 bp in 2020 with the first cut expected in 1Q.

Central bank policy rate and Philippine inflation

Source: Bloomberg and ING estimates

Cratering capital formation to rebound
Capital formation had helped contribute significantly to the recent string of 6% growth for the
Philippines dating back to 2011. 2Q19 was the first time capital formation registered a negative
contribution to overall GDP as investment activity slowed on the back of BSP’s aggressive rate hike
in 2018. With the BSP quickly scaling back policy rates to help foster growth, we expect capital
formation to come back online as early as 4Q19 with growth going into 2020 likely to enjoy an
added push from investment activity to get growth above 6%.     
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Philippine GDP contribution to growth
* - growth of less than 6%

Source: Bloomberg

Currency movement: Rebound from 2018 plunge but gains to be
whittled down in 2H
As expected, the Philippine peso has performed relatively well for most of the year, appreciating by
2.3% mainly on inflows from the financial account as risk sentiment improved in 2019. As the
trade war continues, US economic indicators have declined, convincing the Federal Reserve to
reverse course and cut rates to stem slowing growth. This change in central bank dynamic has
helped bolster emerging market currencies for the year with most 2018 underperformers now
transformed into 2019 outperformers.      

The peso is expected to enjoy some short-term appreciation as investors have looked kindly on
high-yielding currencies as the Fed has reversed its 2018 hike cycle. The risk rally can continue for
as long as market sentiment remains focused on the now dovish Fed, however, a possible refocus
on the global trade war and economic malaise that could follow may eclipse the euphoria from
the Fed’s easing. In the medium term, we expect the peso to face renewed headwinds as the
current account remains in deficit and with the BSP expected to continue cutting policy rates in
2020 with the Peso settling at 52.88 by end-2019 and eventually at 53.57 by end-2020 as the
trade gap widens anew on ambitious infrastructure spending.

Select Asian FX performance year to date

Source: Bloomberg
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Summary: double dose of stimulus to boost PHL growth
The Philippine economy hit a speed bump in 1H with growth slipping to below 6% for the first time
in 4 years as robust consumption failed to offset slower government spending and lacklustre
capital formation.

With inflation forecasted to remain within target well into 2020, we expect economic expansion to
rebound over the next six quarters on the combination of fiscal and monetary stimulus with state
spending back online and with the central bank scaling back its previous tightening stance.  

The national government has pledged to catch up spending and we expect the economy’s
acceleration to get a substantial boost from the fiscal side in both 2H19 and 2020. Meanwhile, ING
expects stimulus from the monetary side as well with BSP expected to cut rates by 50 bp in 2020
with the first rate cut expected in 1Q given stable inflation and lacklustre growth. The Philippine
peso is projected to face only a mild depreciation trend over the next 15 months after the
projected easing from BSP and on expectations for sustained current account deficits tied to the
resumption of revamped government infrastructure spending.           

Philippine forecasts


